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Gcflearnfree excel 2013 quiz answers

Answers:1) A. Ribbon2) C. template3) A. save it to OneDrive4) C. fill handle5) B. merge cells6) C. number format7) D. make changes to multiple sheets at once8) A. Print titles9) C. Print selection10) B. = (equal)11) D. D3-D212) D. 1513) C. $ (dollar sign)14) A. SUMA15) A. lock rows or columns in place16) B. Sort17 D. advanced text filter18) B. group,
outline and summary19) C. filters20) A. legend21) D. you can keep them very close to their source data22) B. False23) B. Document Inspector24) A. values25) C. filters 1. Which toolbar contains most of the commands you need in Excel 2013? Your answer: A: RibbonCORRECT2. The predesigned workbook, which you can use to quickly create a new
project, is called a(n) __________ Your answer: C: TemplateCORRECT3. To make the workbook available online, you must first make __________ available. Your answer: A: save it to skydriveCORRECT4. To continue the date series, you can click and drag _________ Your answer: C: FILL HANDLECORRECT5. To combine several adjacent cells into
one large cell, you need _________ Your answer: B: merge cellsCORRECT6. If you want to display the date in a specific way (for example, Friday, March 1, 2013), you can customize _________ Your answer: C: number formatcorrect7. Use __________ to group worksheets. Your answer: D: make changes to multiple sheets at razCORRECT8. If you are
printing a worksheet and want the headers to appear on each page, click ___________ . Your answer: A: Print TitlesCORRECT9. You can use _________ to print a specific range on a worksheet. Your answer: C: Print SelectionCORRECT10. When you create a formula, you always start by typing __________ . Your answer: B: = (equal)CORRECT11.
According to the order of operations that are performed first in the following equation: =D1/5+1*D3/(D3-D2)Your response: D: D3-D2CORRECT12. What answer would Excel give if you typed =3 +6 *2 in a cell? Your answer: D: 15CORRECT13. When you create an absolute cell reference, you must include at least one _________ cell reference. Your answer:
C: $ (dollar sign)CORRECT14. Which function can I use to add values for several cells? Your answer: A: SUMCORRECT15. Freeze panes allow
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ If you want
to put the data in alphabetical order by last name, you can use _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ If you want to filter data to exclude a specific word or phrase, you can use
a(n)__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ The Subtooest command will automatically__________your data. Your answer: B: group, outline and
summaryCORRECT19. Every time, format the data as a table, it will automatically contain ___________________.2019 Your answer: C: filtersCORRECT20. When reading a chart, refer to ____________ to see which color is used to represent each data series. Your answer: A: legendCORRECT21. One of the advantages of sparklines is
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ True or false: After reviewing the persecuted changes, they will no longer appear in the workbook. Your answer: B: FalseCORRECT23. You use_____________ to remove personal information from the
workbook. Your answer: B: Document InspectorCORRECT24. Conditional formatting automatically apply formatting to cells based on their _____________ cells. Your answer: A: valuesCORRECT25. Slicers are basically only _______________________ Your answer: C: filtersCORRECT26. Goal Seek allows
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________to find the desired input
valueCORRECT Excel 2013 is a spreadsheet application in the new Microsoft Office 2013 suite. This tutorial shows you how to use advanced tools in Excel 2013 to organize, visualize, and calculate data. If you want more practice of creating formulas, you can also check out our Excel Formulas tutorial! 4 Getting started with Excel Learn how to navigate
Excel 2013, a spreadsheet program in Microsoft Office. 5 Create and open Getting Started workbooks using Compatibility Mode templates to challenge mode! Learn how to create and open workbooks in Excel 2013. 6 Save and share workbooks Getting Started AutoRecover Workbooks Sharing Workbooks Challenge! Simple ways to save, share, and export
workbooks in Excel 2013. 7 Introducing Cell Content Find and Replace Challenge! Tips for working with cells and entering data in Excel 2013. 8 Modify columns, rows, and cells How to modify columns, rows, and cells, including text wrapping and merging. 9 Learn how to format cells to make workbooks more visually appealing. 10 Introducing Grouping and
Ungrouping Challenge Worksheets! Learn how to create additional worksheets and group them for easy editing. 11 Quick look at page layout and formatting options in Word 2013. 12 Introducing Print Area Selection Matching and Scaling Content Challenge! Easy ways to print workbooks in Excel 2013. 17 Freeze Panes and View Options Introduction Other
Challenge View Options! Learn about options that can make it easier to read data, including Freeze Panes. 18 Introducing Custom Sorting Levels Challenge! Organize your data by sorting it alphabetically, numerically, or by other criteria. 19 Introducing advanced filtering challenge! How to narrow your data by adding one or more filters. 20 Introducing
creating a Subtotal Challenge! Learn how to create subtotals and group columns or rows to make browsing easier. 21 Introducing the Table-Modifying Challenge! how to insert and customize tables to organize your information. 22 Introducing Chart Layout and Style Other Chart Options Challenge! Learn how to visualize your data with a wide selection of
charts in Excel. 23 Introduction Modify sparklines in mileage Changing display range Challenge! More ways to visualize your data with miniature charts that appear inside cells. Cells. Follow the changes and comments introducing the Change Review Comments Challenge! Learn about Excel browsing features, including change tracking and comments. 25
Finalizing and Protecting Workbooks Introduction Inspector Document Protection Workbook Challenge! Ways to prepare and protect workbooks from being shared with others. 26 Introducing Presets Conditional Formatting Challenge! Learn how to add automatic formatting (such as color encoding) based on cell values. 27 Introducing Pivoting Data Filters
Pivotcharts Challenge! Ways to summarize data by creating and customizing a PivotTable. Increase the power of PivotTables even more advanced by adding filters, slicers, and PivotCharts. 28 Introducing Other Types of What-If Challenge Analysis! Learn how to experiment and answer questions with data, even if it's incomplete. Get to know Excel 2013, a
spreadsheet in Microsoft Office. Learn how to create and open workbooks in Excel 2013. Simple ways to save, share, and export workbooks in Excel 2013. Tips for working with cells and entering data in Excel 2013. How to modify columns, rows, and cells, including text wrapping and merging. Learn how to format cells to make workbooks more visually
appealing. Learn how to create additional worksheets and group them for easy editing. Get a quick look at page layout and formatting options in Word 2013. Easy ways to print workbooks in Excel 2013. Learn about options that can make it easier to read data, including Freeze Panes. Organize your data by sorting it alphabetically, numerically, or by other
criteria. How to narrow your data by adding one or more filters. Learn how to create subtotals and group columns or rows to make browsing easier. Learn how to insert and customize tables to organize your information. Learn how to visualize your data with a wide selection of charts in Excel. More ways to visualize your data with miniature charts that appear
inside cells. Learn about Excel browsing features, including change tracking and comments. Ways to prepare and protect workbooks from being shared with others. Learn how to add automatic formatting (such as color encoding) based on cell values. Ways to summarize data by creating and customizing a PivotTable. Increase the power of PivotTables even
more advanced by adding filters, slicers, and PivotCharts. Learn how to experiment and answer questions with data, even if it's incomplete. OneDrive and Office Online
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